Golden Joinery

We hide some memory
let some things go
every corner of the world filled with the things people give up
we stay alive to see how the world is changing
dreaming around

it is like writing a long letter to yourself
it is like you found your favorite blue tape box, you don't even have to play it
you know every single song and every single note
happiness
could it always be replayed?

The shape and the smile in my mind become slightly unreal
my body suddenly senses some similar whiff of the past
along with the now
it makes me tremble

breath
I take a breath
the sunshine is so soft
kissing me in a golden way
I get the birthmark of the entire spring

I have not a single sense of time
the stitches are like starlight
tiny but shiny
I like to touch them
even if something I love is already gone
I catch it from the shiny point

There's no tide that's always high
nobody could hold their favorite moment forever
don't be afraid

the pieces of moment combine into the eternal
Imperfect is perfect for me
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